INTRO - (The Travel) - (The Rock & Cross)

1 - 4 Stand CP - Wall WAIT; WAIT; (Turn SCP) FWD, XIF, BK/2, 3; BK, PIVOT, FWD/2, 3;
5 - 8 ROCK, RECOV, XF'; ROCK, RECOV, XF'; ROCK, RECOV, XF; - STEP/STEP/STEP; - ;
3-4 Turn SCP (W LOD, 2, quick/2, 1) M-L Fwd, R-XIF to Banjo, BK L/R, L; Snug Banjo R-BK, L-BK - Pivot (W roll-XIF), Fwd/2, 3 to SCP same as start; (Drop hands face Pts)
5-6 L-rock, side-LOD, R-in-place, L-XF, (Hold); R-rock, side-RLOD, L-place, R-XF, (Hold);
7-8 L-rock, side-LOD, R-in-place, L-XF, (Hold); Feet together quick R/L, R, (Hold, 2 Cts);

PART ONE - (Basic) - (Syncopate) - (Lock) - (Roll & Tap)

1 - 4 FWD, BK, BK/2, 3; BK, FWD, FWD/2, 3; SIDE/CL, - SIDE, CL, - TCH/-; SIDE, CL, - SIDE, CLOSE, - TCH/-;
5 - 8 FWD, 2, STP/LOCK, STP; FWD, STP/LOCK, STP, FWD; ROLL, 2, FACE, TCH; SIDE, TAP, -

PART TWO - (Drop-Kick) - (Flare) - (Drop - Kick) - (Come Along)

17-20 FWD, 2, STP/BPK, (Flare, Down); CUT, BK, BK, TCH, FWD, 2, (Flare, 2); CUT, BK, CUT, BK;
21-24 FWD, 2, STP/BPK, (Flare, Down); CUT, BK, BK, TCH, M-TRN, 2, (W-TRN, 2); M-TRN, 2, (W-TRN, 2);
17-18 (Join SCP go LOD Cts - 1, 2, 3, 4 & 4; BK, 2, 3, 4) Fwd-L, R, L, KICK-R, lift to L toe as small
20 (Jump SCP go LOD Cts - 1, 2, 3, 4) Fwd-L, R, L, KICK-R, lift to L toe as small
20-22 REPEAT (17-18) then drop hands - BASKET BALL TURN FEET APART MAN LOOKS DOWN AWAY
23-24 (W "Freeze" 2 cts as Ms solo) /2 L-IN, LOD, R-face COH, M "freezes" 2 cts (as W "come along") 1/2 R-trn R, L face wall bk to bk; (W "freeze" 2 cts as Ms/1/2 L-trn RLOD, R to face wall, M "freezes" 2 cts (as W "come along") R, L face to Ms);

PART THREE - (Basic to SKTR) - (Contra - Rock) - (Fwd to quick "Come Along") - SIDE;

25-28 FWD, BK, BK/2, SKTR, BK, FWD, FWD/2, SHADOW; SIDE, XB, RECOV, X, XB, RECOV, ROCK, ROCK;
29-32 SID, XB, RECOV, SID; XB, RECOV, ROCK, ROCK, FWD, 2, LUNGE, TRN; M/VIN, 3, (W/vine, 3);

33-36 SAME AS MEAS 3-4 OF INTRO AND REPEAT ONCE MORE TO END OF 4-HAIRS
37-40 FWD, 2, POINT, -; CUT, PLACE, POINT, -; CUT, BK, CUT, BK, CLOSE;
37-38 SCP go LOD L, R, Point-L Fwd, Hold; Face & cut L-XF, R-place, L-point-LOD, Hold;
39-40 BK - RLOD (Twist as in "Lucky") L - Cut, R-BK, Cut, BK, Hitch L-BK, R - CLOSE;

41-48 REPEAT ABOVE PART FOUR - End first time thru full routine;

REPEAT - (Point, Cut, Point)- - ("Lucky" Cuts)
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